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telugu - the animation film series by w&b productions. the series follows the
adventures of a boy named nobita nobi, who lives in the town of odaiba. nobita is a
clumsy boy, and his closest friend is a talking cat named dorami (a female speaking

cat), who is often mistaken for a boy due to her short hair. doraemon is nobita's
robotic cat-like pet who serves as his guide, bodyguard, and helper. doraemon is a

robot that comes from the planet koropon and who possesses a "time machine" that
allows him to travel through time. doraemon is also the inventor of "karakuri-dōri",
a supermarket that appears in nobita's neighborhood and is run by the 5-year-old
omichi (who is identified with a green robot named chocolat). doraemon in telugu

was first aired in japan on january 5, 1997 and the dubbed anime version of the first
episode was aired on nippon television in august 1997. the doraemon anime series
is the most popular animated television series in japan. as of 2018, the series has
been airing on hungama tv for more than 20 years. the original doraemon anime

series is a top-grossing anime series in japan, and has been one of the top-grossing
anime series in japan since it began airing in japan. doraemon in telugu is one of

the top rated anime series in the whole world in terms of absolute ratings and
relative popularity. in japan, the doraemon anime series is one of the top 10 most
popular anime series in the whole world. in south korea, it is the 2nd most popular
anime series after dragon ball super. in south korea, the doraemon anime series is
one of the top 3 most popular anime series in the whole world. in the united states,

the doraemon anime series is one of the top-ranked anime series. in italy, the
doraemon anime series is the 4th most popular anime series. in spain, the
doraemon anime series is the 2nd most popular anime series. 5ec8ef588b
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